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Abstract 
We report the synthesis and properties of a new organic-inorganic hybrid lead perovskite 
(OIHP), azetidinium lead bromide (AzPbBr3), possessing the 6H-perovskite structure (space 
group P63/mmc with a = 8.745 Å, c = 21.329 Å). This compound has a band gap of 2.81 eV 
and remains stable for > 6 months in the ambient environment. DFT simulations are in fairly 
good agreement with experiments and indicate that AzPbBr3 is a direct band gap 
semiconductor. A partial solid solution with the cubic (3C) perovskite methyl ammonium lead 
bromide (Az1-xMAxPbBr3) is possible. In Az-rich, 6H compositions the lattice volume and band 
gap are invariant with x (£ 0.3); whereas in the MA-rich 3C phase (0.8 £ x £ 1.0) the lattice 
parameters and band gap increase with increasing Az content. Although the relatively large 
band gap AzPbBr3 makes it unsuitable for photovoltaic applications, the results indicate Az+ is 
a suitable alternative organic A-cation for band gap tuning of OHIPs. 
 
Introduction 
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite (OIHP) materials have emerged as paradigm-shifting 
materials as their use in solar cells has led to power conversion efficiencies (PCE) rivalling 
nano-crystalline silicon solar cells. Since Kojima et al.1 who first demonstrated in 2009 the use 
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of methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) as the dye in perovskite solar cells (PSCs), the PCE 
of PSCs have steadily increased from 3.8 % to 21.6%2–6; the same improvement in PCE for Si 
cells took 20 years to achieve.7 The use of OIHP materials has since diversified beyond high-
efficiency solar cells to photodetectors,8–10 optically pumped lasers11,12and light-emitting 
diodes,13–15 while the photophysical properties underpinning these applications has been 
thoroughly investigated.16–18 To illustrate the interest in this field, the number of OHIP-related 
publications has risen from 34 in 2009 to more than 2400 in 2018,19 with more than 100,000 
indexed citation in 2018 alone. OIHPs are currently one of the fastest-growing areas of solid-
state/condensed matter science. While much of the understanding of OIHPs borrows from the 
more mature area of oxide pervoskites, there is still much to learn regarding the solid-state 
chemistry due to dynamic effects associated with the organic cation molecules, their increased 
covalency relative to oxides and also their chemical stability.  
OIHPs typically adopt a cubic close-packing perovskite structure of the form ABX3, where A 
= an alkylammonium such as methylammonium (MA+) or formamidinium (FA+), B = Pb2+ or 
Sn2+ and X = Cl-, Br- or I-. However, many OIHP compounds are unstable in air as moisture-
induced phase changes, which hinders the light-harvesting and electron/hole transportation20,21 
and this is a detracting feature in their use in photovoltaics. To address the stability issue, 
different materials design strategies such as mixed-cations,22–24 nanostructuring14 and contact 
passivation25 have been explored. Density function theory (DFT) calculations predict that the 
2H hexagonal (δ-H phase) is more thermodynamically stable for APbI3 (A = MA and FA);26,27 
this is supported by experimental observations of irreversible colour change from black 
(associated with the cubic phase) to yellow (hexagonal phase) in ambient environment.20,28 An 
alternative possibility to improve long-term stability is to therefore study the formation of the 
hexagonal phase and slow or prevent the cubic-hexagonal phase transition in the ambient 
environment. Thus, additional examples of hexagonal perovskite polytypes are needed.  
Hexagonal perovskites form a large structural family that consist of only hexagonally (h) 
closed packed AX3 layers or sequences of hexagonal (h) and cubic (c) packing; these sequences 
produce various combinations of face- and corner-sharing octahedra. Due to the change of 
connectivity of the metal-halide octahedra (specifically the B-X-B bond angles in the ABX3 
perovskite), the band gap of the hexagonal perovskite is usually larger than that of cubic 
perovskite.29,30 Various nomenclature schemes are used to describe hexagonal perovskites. The 
most common is Ramsdell notation,31,32 which takes the form nY, where n denotes the number 
of stacking layers in the cell and Y indicates the lattice type (R for rhombohedral, H for 
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hexagonal and C for cubic). Stoumpos et al. found that hexagonal perovskite structures were 
common in tin-based OIHPs.33 For lead-based OIHPs, 2H and 4H hexagonal polytypes have 
been reported with cations such as NH2(CH3)2+ (DMA, dimethylammonium) and NH(CH3)3+ 
(TMA, trimethylammonium).34–37 Gratia et al.30 also reported a crystallisation process with a 
structural change from 2H, 4H and 6H (hexagonal) to 3C (cubic) depending on x in the solid 
solution (FAPbI3)x(MAPbBr3)1−x; however, in that study DMSO solvent molecules were found 
to be present in the crystal lattice and it is unclear how their presence may affect the exact 
polymorph adopted as well as its resulting stability.  
In this work, we report a new, stable 6H hexagonal lead-based OIHP with C3H6NH2+ (Az, 
azetidinium) as the A-site cation. Az is a nitrogen-containing 4-member ring.38,39 The reported 
hexagonal OIHPs and their tolerance factors are shown in Table S1. The tolerance factor of 
AzPbBr3 is estimated to be 1.00(1), which is a borderline value for the formation of both cubic 
and hexagonal structures.27,40,41 To study the possible transition between 3C and 6H phase, the 
mixed cation perovskite MAxAz1-xPbBr3 (0 < x < 1) was synthesised and a complex structure-
related change in band gap was observed.  
Results and Discussion  
AzPbBr3 perovskite. The AzBr was synthesised by ion-exchange using AzCl and NaBr and 
its purity verified by elemental analysis. The AzPbBr3 material was obtained by mixing 
stoichiometric dry AzBr with PbBr2 in DMF/DMSO (4:1, by volume) – see Supporting 
Information for detailed procedure. Crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffraction of 
AzPbBr3 perovskite were obtained by slow diffusion of the anti-solvent chloroform into a 
solution of perovskite in DMF. AzPbBr3 appears as bright yellow needle-like crystals. SEM 
micrographs show the crystals to be “spear-like” (Figures 1a and S3) where the hexagonal 
cross-section ranges from 25 to 90 µm and overall length is about 1 mm. Bulk powders appear 
pale yellow (Figure 1a). 
Single crystal XRD (SXRD) at 293 K indicates AZPbBr3 adopts the 6H perovskite structure in 
the space group P63/mmc, Figure 1b). The SXRD data also indicate that the Az cations are 
situated over high-symmetry lattice sites, and showed considerable disorder in early attempts 
at modelling. As a result they are represented by solid spheres in Figure 1b and are located in 
the centre of electron density associated with the Az cation (see Supporting Information for 
details). Rietveld refinement of PXRD data confirms that powder samples adopt the same 
structure, Table 1. It is interesting to note that despite a similar ionic radius to FA, [r(Az) = 250 
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pm, r(FA) = 253 pm],41 AzPbBr3 adopts a hexagonal (6H) perovskite structure in contrast to 
FAPbBr3 which forms cubic perovskite. The 6H perovskite structure is adopted by the high 
temperature hexagonal polymorph of BaTiO342,43 and has a (hcc)2 stacking sequence in 
Jagodzinski notation (i.e. ABCBAC), resulting in pairs of face-sharing octahedra linked by 
corner-sharing ones. Single crystal and powder crystallographic data are shown in Table 1. 
Regardless of the synthetic approach (experimental details and PXRD are shown in Table S2 
and Figure S4, respectively), AzPbBr3 with the 6H structure was obtained, suggesting that this 
is the thermodynamically favoured phase for this composition. In addition, AzPbBr3 is highly 
stable in the 6H form and shows no visual or structural degradation when stored in ambient air 
for at least 6 months (Figure S5).  
 
Figure 1. AzPbBr3: a) optical images of powder and single crystal AzPbBr3 sample (left), and 
SEM micrograph of single crystals (right); b) 6H hexagonal perovskite structure as determined 
from single crystal XRD at 293 K (space group P63/mmc, lattice parameter a = 8.745 Å, c = 
21.329 Å) indicating (hcc)2 packing sequence and combination of face- and corner-sharing 
octahedra; c) absorption spectra and associated band gap obtained from AzPbBr3 and MAPbBr3 
powders. d) Dependence of band gap on tolerance factor for lead OIHP with different A-cations 
and resulting close packing of the perovskite structure adopted MA+(3C), Az+(6H), DMA+ 
(4H) and TMA+ (2H). 35,36,44 
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Table 1. Crystallographic data of the AzPbBr3 perovskite obtained from both single crystal and powder diffraction data. 
  Single crystal Single crystal   Single crystala Powder 
(plate) 
Powder 
(capillary) 
Powder 
(capillary) 
T / K 293 173  93 293 293 173 
empirical formula  C3H8Br3NPb C3H8Br3NPb  C3H8Br3NPb C3H8Br3NPb C3H8Br3NPb C3H8Br3NPb 
fw  505.02 505.02  505.02    
description yellow prism yellow prism  yellow prism Pale yellow Pale yellow  
crystal size / mm3 0.08×0.07×0.03 0.09×0.06×0.02  0.12×0.04×0.03    
space group  P63/mmc P63/mmc   P63/mmc P63/mmc P63/mmc 
a / Å 8.745(2) 8.6827(11)  8.608(2) 8.7441(8) 8.746(1) 8.671(7) 
c / Å 21.329(4) 21.251(3)  21.345(6) 21.297(1) 21.33(1) 21.23(5) 
vol / Å3 1412.6(7) 1387.5(3)  1369.7(7) 1410.2(3) 1413.1(5) 1382.(9) 
Z 6 6      
ρ (calc) / g/cm3 3.562 3.626   3.840 3.832 3.916 
µ / mm-1 30.634 31.189      
 6 
F(000) 1320 1320      
reflns collected 16421 16176   3822 6499 6499 
independent 
reflns (Rint) 
544 (0.0356) 540 (0.0460)      
data/restraints/pa
rams 
544/0/16 540/0/16      
GOF on F2 1.176 1.093   9.720b 0.8995b 0.1860b 
R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0213 0.0233   0.0893c 0.0933c 0.0688c 
wR2 (all data) 0.0559 0.0534   0.1195d 0.1240d 0.0936d 
largest diff. 
peak/hole / e/Å3 
0.62, -0.98 0.69, -1.02      
a This data is provided as a representative example of obtained data from collections tried at 93 K. Goodness-of-fit parameters for Rietveld 
refinements of powder data: b c2 ; c Rp; d wRp; see Figure S6 for refinement profile at 293 K. Note that c2 values < 1 for the PXRD (capillary) 
results at 293 and 173 K are due to the poor signal-to-noise of the data obtained – see Figure S7. 
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Optical and electronic properties. The absorption spectrum for AzPbBr3 is shown in Figure 1c, 
and is compared to the well-studied 3C perovskite MAPbBr3. The absorption edge for AzPbBr3 is 
blued-shifted by 122 nm (4920 cm-1, 0.61 eV) and shows a wider band gap, Eg, of 2.81 eV 
compared to 2.20 eV for MAPbBr3. The increased band gap is consistent with computational 
predictions that show larger band gaps for face-sharing octahedral systems compared to structures 
based solely on corner sharing octahedra.29 Figure 1d shows the dependence of the band gap of 
OIH lead bromide perovskites as a function of tolerance factor, t, including the present 
experimental data for AzPbBr3 and MAPbBr3 alongside those reported for 4H hexagonal 
DMAPbBr3 (experimental data) and 2H hexagonal TMAPbBr3 (calculated).34,35 As expected, the 
tolerance factor increases in line with the perovskite polymorph observed (3C < 6H < 4H < 2H), 
and the increased band gap is consistent with the observations of Stoumpos et al.33 and Gratia et 
al.30 for tin OIHPs and mixed-cation lead OIHPs. The linear trend found for the band gap and 
tolerance factor (and hence observed polytype) can be attributed to the relative ratio of the cubic 
close-packing (corner sharing octahedra) and hexagonal close-packing (face-sharing octahedra) as 
shown in Table S3. This trend is simply explained by the average B-X-B bond angle, which varies 
by (180° - f) in ccp perovskites but in mixed h-c systems contains a contribution of ~90° bonds 
from the face-sharing octahedra.45 There is a significant jump in the band gap between 2H and 4H, 
which may be filled by 9R polytypes that have yet to be reported. From a simple tolerance factor 
projection, the band gaps of 9R OIHP lead bromide perovskites might be expected to be of the 
order 3.0 – 3.2 eV.  
To gain a deeper understanding of the electronic properties of the new synthesized 6H perovskite, 
we performed periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations46 considering the crystalline 
model obtained from the SXRD. To avoid complications related with the position and orientation 
of the organic moieties (see “Variable Temperature XRD” section for discussion), we initially 
substituted Az with cesium cations. This is a reasonable first approximation for the description of 
the electronic properties, as the valence and conduction band manifolds in perovskites are 
dominated by the X and B orbitals,47 respectively, with the A-cation playing little role beyond 
space filling and charge balance. In performing these calculations, we used fixed lattice parameters 
at the values obtained from SXRD 173 K, see Table 1. However, we first performed test 
calculations to address the role of cell deformations on the electronic properties of the material, 
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finding very small change in the band gap, less than 0.15 eV (see Table S4). We performed 
calculations adopting the PBE exchange-correlation functional,48 both in absence of and including 
spin-orbit coupling, in light of the important role of relativistic-effects in dictating the electronic 
properties of lead-based metal halide perovskites.49 To clarify how the mixed face-shared/corner-
shared octahedral connectivity influences the electronic properties of the present compound, we 
performed similar DFT calculations on orthorhombic MAPbBr3,50,51 characterized by purely 
corner-sharing octahedral packing (Figure S9), again substituting the organic cation with Cs. 
Notice, however, that the orientation of the organic component was found to affect the general 
features of the electronic structure only marginally (band gap variations within 0.1-0.2 eV).52 
Details on the adopted computational parameters can be found in the Supporting Information. 
The DFT band structure of the 6H, ‘AzPbBr3’ perovskite, reported in Figure 2a, clearly indicates 
that this compound is a direct semiconductor, with both valence and conduction band edges located 
at the centre of the first Brillouin zone. The partial density of states (DOS) of ‘AzPbBr3’ in Figure 
2b is qualitatively similar to that of the corner-shared 3C ‘MAPbBr3’ perovskite (Figure S8). 
Namely, the valence band is principally constituted by 4p orbitals of bromine, with the band edge 
resulting from the anti-bonding combination of the 4p atomic orbitals of bromine and 6s orbitals 
of lead (Figure 2d). Consistently, the conduction band is composed mainly by 6p orbitals from 
lead, with a small contribution from 4s orbitals of bromine (Figure 2e). Noteworthy, the electronic 
bands are less dispersed in AzPbBr3, compared to orthorhombic MAPbBr3 (Figure S8). Larger 
effective masses and consequently decrease of charge carrier mobility are thus anticipated for the 
mixed face-shared/corner-shared octahedral connectivity, peculiar of 6H perovskites, compared to 
full corner-shared octahedral connectivity of 3C perovskite.  
Neglecting excitonic effects, which are typically very small (~101 meV) for 3C lead-halide 
perovskites,53,54 the DFT electronic band gap can be compared to the optical band gap from UV-
vis measurements in Figure 1c. In this respect, the 0.61 eV blue-shift in the optical absorption from 
the fully corner-shared, 3C MAPbBr3 structure to the mixed face-shared/corner-shared 6H, 
AzPbBr3 structure is well reproduced by our DFT calculations (0.47 eV) and even more when 
spin-orbit coupling is taken into account (0.58 eV, see Figure S8).  
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Figure 2. a) Band structure of 6H ‘APbBr3’ perovskite (calculation with PBE xc-functional, 
including spin-orbit coupling, A = Cs); the valence band maximum is set to zero; b) corresponding 
partial density of states; c) first Brillouin zone for hexagonal primitive lattice; d-e) wavefunction 
localization of the valence band edge (d) and conduction band edge (e) at G point. 
 
We also investigated, more generally, the influence of the organic Az cation on the electronic 
structure of the AzPbBr3 material, either directly, via specific organic-inorganic interactions, or 
indirectly, via distortion of the octahedral packing, the latter being a well-known mechanism in 
3C-perovskite structures.55 Note that the model adopted here for MAPbBr3, taken as the reference 
3C perovskite, is characterized by an in-phase rotation of ~158° of the octahedra along the b-
direction,51 while our SXRD model for the new 6H AzPbBr3 compound presents fully linear 
bonding for the corner-shared octahedra (no-tilting). To address the role of octahedral tilting, we 
thus performed additional calculations by explicitly introducing Az cations into the structure. Since 
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we were not able to determine the position and orientation of Az cations from XRD measurements 
(see later discussion), we here adopted three models, two with aligned Az cations (model-1 and 
model-2, see Figure S9) and one with randomly chosen orientation (model-3), and performed full 
atomic relaxation. The resulting relaxed AzPbBr3 structures show tilting of the corner-shared 
octahedra within the range 162° to 178° (see Figure S9). It is interesting to note that these are less 
distorted, on average, than MAPbBr3. The resulting band gap (computed at the PBE level), varies 
from 2.56 eV to 2.65 eV, and is hence very closed that the one for the un-tilted Cs-substituted 
structure (2.55 eV). This further supports our conclusion that the blue-shift of the absorption edge 
in the UV-vis measurements for AzPbBr3 compared to MAPbBr3 (Figure 1c) is attributed to the 
change in the organization of the octahedral linkages, from pure corner-sharing in MAPbBr3 to 
mixed corner- and face-shared octahedra in AzPbBr3. As a final note, our DFT simulations predict 
one of the aligned models (model-2) as marginally more stable but the disordered model-3 lies 
only 0.01 eV per formula unit higher in energy. This suggests negligible driving force for the cation 
ordering, with the Az molecules showing small degree of alignment even at low temperature. This 
could explain the inherent difficulty to resolve the position and orientation of the organic 
component from XRD measurements, as discussed below.  
 
Dielectric properties. Electrical characterisation of AzPbBr3 using impedance spectroscopy 
indicted no appreciable conductivity at temperatures up to ca. 200 °C with sample resistivity 
remaining in excess of 107 Wcm. Figure 3 shows the dielectric data (relative permittivity, er, and 
dielectric loss, tan d) for AzPbBr3 over the temperature range 50-300 K collected on both heating 
and cooling cycles at 1 K/min. The relative permittivity shows a sharp, frequency independent 
peak around 170-190 K on both cooling and heating suggestive of a phase transition. The peak 
position shows significant thermal hysteresis, which may indicate the transition is 1st order, but is 
also likely to have some contribution from thermal lag. The dielectric loss, however, shows a 
frequency dependent peak but at slightly lower temperature, ca. 100-120 K, again with some 
thermal hysteresis. The peak in the permittivity is comparable to that observed in other lead halide 
OIHPs and is associated with structural phase transitions due to ordering of the A-cation.56 
However, as discussed below and previously, both low temperature XRD data and DFT 
calculations suggest that this is not the case in this instance. The dielectric loss peak at lower 
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temperature has no clearly-associated feature in the permittivity although there is also some 
evidence of a frequency dependence in er at the corresponding temperature (70 - 100 K). The large 
frequency dependence of the loss peak indicates a subtle change in the polarisation dynamics, 
possibly attributable to a change in the Az-cation motion, but not static ordering. 
 
Figure 3. Temperature and frequency dependence of relative permittivity (εr) and dielectric loss 
(tan δ) of AzPbBr3 at the heating/cooling rate of 1 K/min.  
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Variable temperature XRD. Low-temperature XRD measurements were carried out on single 
crystal and powder samples in an attempt to identify the origins of the dielectric anomalies shown 
in Figure 3. Single crystal data were collected at 293, 173, and 93 K. The 293 and 173 K data show 
considerable disorder of the Az molecules at the A-site with no evidence of a symmetry-breaking 
phase transition in this range, Table 1. 
Data collected at 93 K could be indexed in the primitive trigonal/hexagonal crystal system, with a 
and c similar to those seen in the other structures (Table 1), and in good agreement with low 
temperature PXRD. However, despite repeated attempts over multiple data-collections, neither a 
unique satisfactory determination of the space group, nor refinement of the structure could be made 
(see supporting information for a more detailed discussion). Several plausible structure solutions 
could be found in various trigonal or hexagonal space groups, but all refinements attempted for 
these solutions resulted in significant problems, including multiple non-positive definite atoms, 
and large numbers of high electron-density peaks, both in proximity to the lead bromide framework 
and in spaces likely to be occupied by Az+ cations. This issue is suspected to arise either through 
the phase transition being incomplete for crystals mounted in the cold-stream (despite the crystals 
being held in the cold-stream for extended periods of time), or from a subtle twinning. Attempts 
were made to determine if the samples showed twinning in the 93 K data, but no twin laws could 
be found in any space group tried that resulted in appreciable improvement in data-quality. 
Whatever the nature of the problem in the 93 K SXRD data, it was reversible, as the same crystal 
could have data recollected at higher temperatures and prove amenable to structure solution.  
Although we were unable to determine a unique and satisfactory solution for the low temperature 
structure it was possible in most of the plausible solutions in various space groups to locate the 
lead and bromine atoms. Irrespective of space group these consistently gave rise to the same 6H 
Pb-Br framework obtained at higher temperatures, but with some subtle distortions described in 
detail below. No apparent change in the Az+ cation behavior was observed at any of the three 
temperatures; electron density peaks indicative of these occupying high-symmetry sites in all 
cases, again consistent with DFT calculations which suggest Az ordering is not favored even at 
low temperature (Figure S9). 
PXRD data collected in 10-20 K increments on cooling from ambient to 88 K are shown in Figure 
S7. Visual inspection of the diffraction patterns gave no clear indication of any symmetry breaking: 
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no systematic peak broadening/splitting or additional reflections were observed with decreasing 
temperature, consistent with the single crystal data. However, the 2D contour plot clearly indicates 
a change in rate of thermal contraction at around 173 K. Data at all temperatures were refined in 
the space group P63/mmc and the obtained unit cell dimensions as a function of temperature are 
shown with single crystal data in Figure 4. The data indicate a clear change on cooling below ca. 
173 K where both the a parameter and unit cell volume collapse; the c-axis also decreases down 
to 173 K but then expands below this temperature. Note that lattice parameters obtained from 
SXRD are also in good agreement and confirm this anisotropic behaviour. It is also important to 
highlight that the lattice parameters relatively insensitive to the exact space group used for 
indexing. Although a unique structural solution was not obtained it is interesting to examine more 
generally the nature of the structural behaviour at low temperature. 
 
Figure 4. Lattice parameters as a function of temperature for AzPbBr3 obtained from Rietveld 
refinement of variable temperature PXRD; parameters obtained from SXRD data are also included 
and are in good agreement. 
Despite the relative insensitivity of XRD to both the position and dynamics of the light atoms of 
the Az+ cation, the Pb-Br positions could be determined with greater certainty (and with little 
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variation with regard to the exact space group used – see supporting information); the behavior of 
the surrounding Pb-Br framework was therefore studied in more detail in order to identify possible 
origins of the anisotropic distortion on cooling below ca. 173 K. Again, in the absence of a unique 
low temperature solution, the structural comparisons discussed below are all based on refinements 
in the P63/mmc space group. 
The room temperature structure, as determined from the single crystal data shows some interesting 
features. For instance, the distances between c-h and c-c packing layers are markedly different 
(Figure 5), resulting in distortion of the octahedra. The elongation of the face-sharing, Pb2-centred 
octahedra is particularly evident, and the Br-Br packing distance along the c-axis is 8% larger 
compared to that of the corner-sharing Pb1-centred octahedra. This is presumably driven by the 
Pb-Pb ionic repulsion as the Pb2 atoms are each displaced along the c-axis and away from the 
octahedral barycentre by 0.155 Å. This causes an elongation of the Pb-Br3 bond lengths and 
reduction in the Pb2-Br3 bond angles to < 90° i.e. those at the point of face-sharing (in the h-layer). 
There is a concomitant compression of the Pb2-Br4 bonds and increase in the Pb2-Br4 bond angles, 
which form the c-layers. This is also evident from the short Br3-Br3 (ca. 3.88 Å) and long Br4-
Br4 (ca. 4.41 Å) bond lengths that form the opposing faces of the Pb2-Br octahedra in the ab plane 
(Figure 5c, d). The knock-on effect is that the corner-sharing Pb1-octahedra are uniaxially 
compressed along the c-axis with equivalent Pb1-Br4 bond lengths. Besides the Pb2-Pb2 ionic 
repulsion, we assume that this distortion is also caused in part by the steric effect of the Pb2+ lone 
pair and also the second order Jahn-Teller effect.57  
The origin of the anisotropic behaviour on cooling is particularly evident from the preliminary 
structure solutions of both the powder and single crystal diffraction data obtained below 173 K.  
Initially the crystal undergoes the expected contraction on cooling; however, at 93 K the disparity 
in the close packing interlayer spacing between c-c and c-h layers is dramatically increased 
(irrespective of space group, Figure S1). From atoms positions determined in P63/mmc, this arises 
from a sudden expansion of the c-h interlayer distance while the c-c layers continue to contract, 
Table 2, indicating that the net expansion in the c-axis on cooling (Figure 4) is driven solely by 
the h-c spacing. As a result of this h-c expansion, although the face-sharing Pb2 octahedra are 
expanded in the c-axis, the Pb2 are less off-centred (Dz = 0.120 Å at 93 K compared to 0.155 Å at 
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293 K) despite the sudden increase in Pb2-Pb2 separation, Table 2. This suggests the anisotropic 
behaviour and expansion of these octahedra in the c-axis is driven by the Pb-Pb repulsion.  
 
 
Figure 5. Structural features of 6H AzPbBr3 as determined from single crystal data at 293K. (a) 
face sharing Pb2 octahedra indicating Pb-Pb repulsion and increased close packing distance 
compared to Pb1-Br4 octahedra (b) in the c-layers; (c) view along c-axis showing pinching of Br3 
atoms (yellow arrows) which form one face of the Pb2 octahedra in the h-layer and (d) concomitant 
“pushing out” of Br4 atoms in the c-layer as the Pb2 atom is displaced along the c-axis (in this 
case, out of the page, as denoted by the circled dot, ☉). 
 
Table 2. Variation in close packing interlayer distances, Pb2-Pb2 separation and Pb2 off-centring 
(Dz) as a function of temperature as determined from single crystal XRD data refined in P63/mmc. 
Temp. /K c-c distance /Å c-h distance /Å Pb2-Pb2 
distance /Å 
Dz /Å 
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293 3.373 3.646 3.956 0.155 
173 3.343 3.641 3.918 0.139 
93 3.193 3.740 3.979 0.120 
In addition to the expansion of the c-h interlayer spacing there is a significant increase in the 
distortion of the (Az2, Br3) close packing in the h-layer; the pinching of the Br3 atoms which form 
the shared face of Pb2 octahedra (described for the 293 K structure in Figure 5c) is dramatically 
increased. The in-plane displacement of the bromide ions in the h layer results in a rotation of the 
shared octahedral face around the c-axis. A cch stacking portion of the structure is shown at both 
293 and 93 K in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively, and clearly reveals the rotation of the shared 
octahedral face in the h-layer at 93 K while the close packing in the c-layers and corner sharing 
octahedra remain relatively regular. Although we do not have specific information regarding the 
position or orientation of the Az cations, this distortion in the h-layer significantly changes the 
coordination environment of the Az2 cation. In order to demonstrate this in more detail, we place 
an Az2 cation (represented by a sphere for clarity) on the close packing position with fractional 
coordinates (0, 0, z) where z is the same as that of the Br3 anions. The resulting dodecahedral 
coordination environment for the Az2 cation (Figure 6c) clearly shows that the six in-plane Br3 
anions bifurcate further into three alternating short (3.80 Å) and long (4.83 Å) bonds - denoted as 
Br3 (short) and Br3’ (long) – see also Figure S10. The extent of bifurcation is evident by the 
comparison with the bond distances of 4.52 Å for Az2 to Br4 anions in the adjacent (c) layers. As 
the single crystal data (and DFT calculations) do not appear to suggest any static orientation of the 
Az cations this change in environment is unlikely to be driven by hydrogen bonding between Az 
and Br. Instead, the origin of this distortion is likely due to the Pb2-Pb2 interaction in the face-
sharing octahedra. 
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Figure 6. cch-fragment of the 6H AzPbBr3 structure viewed down the c-axis at (a) 293 K and (b) 
93 K, highlighting the distortion in the h layer (Br3 - yellow spheres) at 93 K compared to 293 K. 
(c) The resulting distortion of the dodecahedral environment occupied by the Az2 cation at 93 K.  
 
The degree of octahedral distortion may be determined quantitatively as the octahedral distortion 
parameter (Δ1) and bond angle distortion (Δ2) as defined by:58 
∆"= 16&|()* − (,| 
∆-= 112&|90 − 1,| 
where, Ri and φi are the respective individual bond lengths and bond angles, and Rav is the mean 
Pb-Br bond distance. Distortion indices for AzPbBr3 obtained from single crystal XRD are given 
in the Table 3. Although the (corner-sharing) Pb1 octahedra remain regular in terms of their 
bonding (Δ1), indicating that the Pb1 atoms are centred, the octahedra become increasingly 
compressed in the c-axis on cooling, resulting in an increased deviation in the bond angles from 
90° (increasing Δ2). In contrast, the extent of distortion of the face-sharing Pb2 octahedra is 
relatively consistent at 293 and 173 K with similar values for both Δ1 and Δ2 at each temperature. 
At 93 K, however, we see a clear change: Δ1 decreases significantly as a result of the more centred 
Pb2 cations within the octahedra; Δ2 increases significantly, reflecting the distortion within the h 
(Az, Br3) layer and torsion of the three Br3’ atoms which form the shared face between octahedra.  
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Table 3. Octahedral distortion parameters for AzPbBr3 calculated from single crystal XRD data 
collected at 293, 173 and 93 K and refined in P63/mmc. 
Temperature 293 K 173 K 93 K 
Octahedra Pb1 Pb2 Pb1 Pb2 Pb1 Pb2 
Δ1 / Å 0 0.028 0 0.027 0 0.006 
Δ2 / ° 1.782 4.369 1.968 4.192 4.204 6.506 
 
In the absence of any evidence for loss of Az-cation dynamics from variable temperature SXRD 
(and supported by DFT calculations), the unusual thermal expansion behaviour, structural 
distortion and large dielectric peak at 173 K is likely driven by a combination of Pb2-Pb2 repulsion 
and increased steric effect of the Pb lone pair as the thermal motion decreases. The broad, 
frequency dependent dielectric loss peak at lower temperature could be due to a change in the Az 
dynamics. This low unusual low temperature behaviour in AzPbBr3 clearly requires further 
investigation. 
 
Az1-xMAxPbBr3 solid solution. Although a complete solid solution is not possible due to non-
isostructural end members, the degree of replacement of Az by MA in the 6H structure, and 
similarly replacement of MA by Az in the 3C structure, was investigated by preparing a series of 
compositions according to Az1-xMAxPbBr3, 0 £ x £ 1 in 0.1 increments. The resulting powders 
show a gradual color change from pale yellow in Az-rich compositions to orange with increasing 
amount of MAPbBr3 (Figure 7a). XRD analysis indicates that for x £ 0.3 only peaks associated 
with the 6H polymorph are observed and similarly for x ³ 0.8 only the 3C phase is present; at 
intermediate x the XRD indicates a phase mixture of the two phases (Figure 7b).  
These results indicate partial solid solutions of both 6H and 3C (Az, MA)PbBr3 phases. The 
evolution of the PXRD patterns can be observed in Figure S11. The lattice parameters of each 
polymorph as a function of x were determined by Rietveld refinement, including two phase 
refinement for intermediate x (the latter show a systematic reduction in the 6H phase fraction with 
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increasing x, Figure S12). The unit cell volume of the 6H phase is invariant as a function of x, 
Figure 8 (top); presumably this is due to the incompressibility of the face-sharing Pb2-Br octahedra 
in the 6H-structure due to the Pb2-Pb2 repulsion, and which does not allow ‘collapse’ of the unit 
cell volume on insertion of the smaller MA cation. In contrast, the MA-rich 3C solid solution 
follows Vegard’s law and shows a linear increase in unit cell volume with increasing average A-
cation size. Similar behavior has been observed in the isostructural 6H-3C perovskite oxide solid 
solution Ba3−xSrxZnSb2O9.59 
 
 
Figure 7. a) Color change of samples prepared according to composition Az1-xMAxPbBr3 (0 ≤ x ≤ 
1); b) PXRD data and c) absorption spectra as a function of x. 
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Figure 8. (Top) unit cell volume (expressed per ABX3 formula unit (f.u.) for ease of comparison) 
and band gap (bottom) as a function of x for mixed cation compositions Az1-xMAxPbBr3 (0 ≤ x ≤ 
1). Compositions with 0 £ x £ 0.3 and 0.8 £ x £ 1.0 form solid solutions with the 6H- and 3C-
perovskite structures, respectively; a two-phase region forms for intermediate x. The grey regions 
represent the limits of each solid solution as determined by PXRD. Multiple data points at each 
value of x represent data for repeated sample syntheses. 
 
Optical measurements indicate that the absorption edge for the 6H solid solution (0 £ x £ 0.3) is 
rather invariant at around 450 nm. By contrast, the 3C solid solution (0.8 £ x £ 1.0) shows a blue-
shift from ca. 560 nm (x = 1.0) to ca. 540 nm (x = 0.8). In the two-phase region (0.3 < x < 0.8) the 
low volume fraction of 6H phase (Figure S12) means that the absorption is dominated by the 3C 
component and the absorption edge remains around 540 nm even for the two-phase mixture at x = 
0.5. For the x = 0.4 composition, which has a significant phase fraction of both 6H and 3C, two 
absorption edges were observed corresponding to each phase (6H ~450 nm; 3C ~ 540 nm). The 
relative degree of absorption at each wavelength varied from measurement to measurement and 
sample to sample for this composition, presumably because the measurement is surface-sensitive 
and depends on the amount of each phase present at the surface during measurement (Figure S13). 
The band gap values calculated from the onset of the absorption spectra and the crystallographic 
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data as a function of x are self-consistent (Figure 8). The band gap of the 6H phase is relatively 
independent of x with a value of ~ 2.8 eV due to the lack of change in unit cell volume and Pb-Br 
bond lengths, which are reflective of the degree of orbital overlap. For the 3C solid solution the 
band gap increases slightly with increasing Az content (decreasing x) from ~ 2.20 (x = 0) to ~2.25 
(x = 0.8) eV, which is consistent with the unit cell expansion as a result of elongation of the Pb-Br 
bond. Although a limited solid solution is observed for both Az- and MA-rich compositions, a 
phase transition from cubic to hexagonal and vice versa cannot be induced by merely controlling 
the A-cation ratio. Instead a region of immiscibility is observed for intermediate x values. 
Summary and Conclusions 
A new OIHP perovskite, azetidinium lead bromide (AzPbBr3), with the 6H-perovskite structure 
has been successfully synthesised. The material is stable in air for > 6 months and has an optical 
band gap of 2.81 eV. DFT calculations are in good agreement with a calculated, direct band gap 
of 2.55 eV; the larger band gap compared to cubic close packed (3C) perovskites is predominantly 
due to poorer connectivity of the Pb-X orbital overlap on introduction of face-sharing octahedra 
in the hexagonal structure. On cooling AzPbBr3 undergoes a subtle crystallographic distortion but 
without any identifiable change in space group. This ‘transition’ is evident by an isotropic change 
in the lattice parameters on cooling (expansion in c and contraction in a) which we propose is 
driven by the Pb-Pb repulsion in the face sharing octahedra. Although AzPbBr3 is not suitable for 
photovoltaic applications due to its large band gap, and the 6H structure is rather resistant to change 
and band gap tuning through control of A-site cation composition, we demonstrate that Az+ can 
partially replace MA+ in the cubic MAPbBr3 perovskite causing swelling of the lattice and a 
systematic increase in band gap. This new organic A-site cation (Az) can therefore be used for 
band gap tuning in alternative OIHP systems. 
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